Fill in the blanks with a word (or, in two cases, a two-word phrase) that enables you to solve the clue. The words inserted are all also solutions to clues.

Deadline for entries is 23:59 GMT on Saturday 2 May. You need to register once and then sign in to theguardian.com to enter our online competition for a £100 monthly prize. Click here to register.

Across

1 Swiss ____ taking census regularly without grounds (8)
2 Arm supporter with ____ Nordic bomb? (6)
5 Guardian setters had to ____ assets oddly thrown away (6)
6 Just a little bit evil to join ____ antics (9)
10 Movement in which an atom ____ iodine mass (9)
11 Material from ____ in Amazon (5)
12 Metropolis is about ____ ghost story, ultimately (4)
13 Revolutionary ____ maintains eastern spring (4)
15 Close to a large street on the outskirts of ____ (6)
16 Spent ____ fell from the sky (7)
19 American books ____ clothing all over the shop (7)
21 Rejecting premieres, star resents agent churning ____ for awards (6)
23 Fashionable society ____ recalled by half-hearted trainees in schools (10)
25 Try a ____ of horseradish with some corn? (4)
27 Sort of film shown by extremely scholastic ____ around France (3-2)
28 ____ whose surroundings could be virtually cloned — ha! (9)
29 Vehicle leads to Santa leaving with ____ all the reindeer, traditionally (6)
30 Labour minister backed the introduction of ____ years in speech (8)

Down

1 Arm supporter with ____ Nordic bomb? (6)
2 Just a little bit evil to join ____ antics (9)
3 Revolutionary ____ maintains eastern spring (4)
4 ____ lost points over skid (4-3)
6 Active ____ starts to get overwhelmed by a poorly synced command (10)
7 Object to judge's ____ dogma, essentially (5)
8 Servant's in the ____ on the inside of BDSM suit (8)
9 As one has solver given courtly title, ____ (6)
14 Having gin and tonic to forget about day and get ____ (10)
17 ____ students supporting spirit's corporeal messenger? (5,4)
18 Astronomical events are less epic in ____ (8)
20 Short friend and Roman Catholic jump on end of ____ to reach temple (6)
21 Use drug ____ ecstasy, right, when leaving island (7)
22 Stylish fan dismissing the ____ : too nerdy? (6)
24 Apprehend what's left of vacuous cryptic, we ____ (5)
26 Nuclei from lithium converter ____ urban plant (4)